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Student vote taken away
Richmond’s decision met with fury, provokes action
John C. Osborn
jco11@humboldt.edu

Few, if any, students celebrated President Rollin Rich-

mond’s decision not to bring a proposed fee hike to a stu-

“(The current process] is a more effective way of learn-

dent vote. Despite advice and criticism from students and
committees alike, Richmond followed his political beliefs
and said no to a referendum. He announced the decision
to students on March 9 by e-mail.
Richmond's fee proposal would increase the Instructionally Related Activities fee by $202 a semester in order to make athletics student-funded, provide free busing
throughout the county, and create an energy independence
fund. With the CSU board of trustees decision to increase
tuition by 10 percent on March 14, students could pay
around $2,000 a semester.
Richmond shared his doubts about direct democracy
at multiple meetings over the past three weeks. He cited
low student turnout for past referendums (Student Health
Center fee) and citizen initiatives in California (Proposi-

ing about student concerns,” Richmond said, “as well as

oP Re

tions

about the fee.

During their two meetings, the committee urged Richmond to hold a referendum. The Student Fee Advisory

Starting on Monday, a coalition of students began to “in-

providing good opportunities to educate students and administrators about each other’s needs.”
Richmond said he regrets proposing the hike, and

form and mobilize” students through class raps and presentations, said Saqib Kevel, Arts, Humanities and Social
Sciences Representative for Associated Students.

blamed the state and nation for not putting more money

“The ultimate goal is to have the student voice heard,”

into education.
Associated Students President Crystal Chaney said stu-

dents have a right to the facts and a voice, and denying that

he said.
Hiroyuki Kajino, a natural resources interpretation stu-

takes away the democratic process.

dent, said even though he paid out-of-state tuition, the fee
increase would affect him.
“The university as a whole should explain why [the fee
increase] happened,” he said, “and what students can do to

‘Students are a powerful voice. They will remind the administration of that fact.”

reduce the increase.”
Central to most concerns about the fee hike is the matter in which Richmond went about it. Although commit-

Crystal Chaney

13) as reasons for doubt.

“The national trend toward citizen initiatives has
harmed our country and particularly our state,” Richmond
wrote in his e-mail.
According to CSU Executive Order 740, Richmond
must seek out “alternative consultation” if no referendum
is held. A committee of eight students advised Richmond

mind the administration of that fact.”
Discontent over Richmond's referendum decision and
certain aspects of the fee provoked students into action.

Committee also voted for a referendum on the fee.

tees had

Associated Students president

“Students are angry, she said. “Students have a right to
be angry.’
Chaney, who attended the eight-student committee
meetings, said eight people could not represent the entire

an opportunity

to voice concerns,

students

as a

whole have not.
Paul Aguiler, a political science freshman, said if Richmond can't understand the basics of democracy, how could
he run an institution that is supposed to reflect those val-

ues.
“I'm not going to take it,” he said. “I’m going to do what
[ have to, to get my voice heard.”

campus.
“Students are a powerful voice,” she said. “They will re-

Jessica Cejnar contributed to this story.

There are a few thousand students that walk around at
Humboldt State everyday. We decided to introduce you to a few.
Who knows? You might be next!

Enjoy fine
Indian
cuisine, get
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‘on and learn
about the fee |
Michael Capaccio
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Senior
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Sociology
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Senior
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Hometown:
Glendale, CA

Hometown:
Orange County, CA

Freshman

Hometown:
Arcata, CA

Favorite Quote:
“Never think of the
future, it comes
fast enough.”

Favorite Quote:
“it’s better to shoot

for the stars and miss
than aim for a pile of
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crap and hit it.”
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Name:
Jillian Jackson

Favorite Quote:
“Call but don’t come
by.”

Hometown:
m Sebastopol, CA
Favorite Quote:
“Nothing about us, without us, is for us.” — Presidents of New Orleans
after Hurricane Katrina

Hometown:
El Paso, TX

Favorite Quote:
“Carpe Diem.”
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Great Summer Jobs!
YMCA Camp Tulequoia
On

Sequoia

Lake

near Kings Canyon

Nat'l Park

field.
days.

* 6:12 p.m.: A transient in the library was making a ruckus and threatening no one in particular when
officers contacted him, escorted him off campus and advised him to stay off.

service

Housekeeping

+ 11:13 p.m.: People complained of a vehicle parked in the Creekview no-parking zone, but when the
officer arrived, it was gone

Camp jobs are for everyone!
If you love children and enjoy the outdoors, you qualify for many camp jobs.

Experience as a camp counselor translates
into excellent management skills.

HSU

Interviews

April 4th & Thursday April Sth

Career Center for more

info:

- 8:45 a.m.: A grow light was reported stolen from the west greenhouse on March 3 between the hours
of noon and 5 p.m.
- 9:10 a.m.: A group of silent protestors refused to leave Siemens Hall. They were contacted, advised
and sent on their way.
- 10:50 a.m.: A subject waited two weeks to report that he had been followed up Rossow Street by a

advised.
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Specializing in Collision Repair
651 Indianola Cutoff
Between Arcata & Eureka
(707) 442-2258

Family Owned and operated in
Pei AaHTE County since 1973
Ves

-

- 2:25 a.m.: Officers contacted a
woman and her boyfriend when
the boyfriend refused to leave
her alone. Both parties were separated and sent on their ways.
+ 10:09 a.m.: Officers responded
to a fire at 17 and Union Streets
+ 11:10 a.m.: UPD assisted APD
with subjects hunting near a res
idential area.
- 5:23 p.m.: Apparently taking
recyclables up at Creekview is
considered theft, because officers contacted Alain Rousseau,
advised him and sent him on his
way.
Sunday, March 11:
* 12:27 a.m.: Housing staff reported a small fire at the Hill
Quad gazebo. Officers determined that a wayward cigarette
caused the accidental fire.
- 7:58 a.m.: Officers were called
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Saturday, March 10:
* 2:10 a.m.: Officers reported to
Chinquapin Hall where a man
was having difficulty breathing.
He was transported by ambu
lance to Mad River Community
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* 1:49 a.m.: UPD was called to assist APD with a fight in front of Mazzotti’s.
+ 3:52 a.m.: An employee reported a suspicious vehicle parked in the Van Matre Hall parking lot. It
turned out the car belonged to another employee.
- 10:59 a.m.: Officers responded to a non-injury traffic accident in the North Mai Kai parking lot. The
incident was handled peacefully.
* 8:12 p.m.: A person reported that a male subject sat down at her table and created a disturbance.
The subject was contacted and

www.camptq.org

Frat

man in a black car who asked him to get inside. The subject refused.

Friday, March 9:
+ 12:12 a.m.: Officers and Cypress Hall housing staff trashed a bike that was parked between the two buildings.

826.4175

The Visalia YMCA
(559) 627-0700

MSO cA

act
one

+ 1:13 p.m.: Two people were stuck in the University Center elevator. An engineer responded and the doors
were opened.

Or Contact

AMI

stud

ic dragon only to find out that one had indeed been drinking but wasn’t drunk.

Get a jump start on your career!

Wednesday,

ter!

+ 12:14.a.m.: A person reported a subject sifting through a trash can at the University Center. Officers
were unable to locate the dumpster diver, who had relocated to Laurel Avenue near the library basement.
-2:29..m.: An officer contacted four subjects who had reportedly been drinking and puffing the mag-

Our children need you,
become a child’s hero.
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Thursday, March 8:

You can make a difference!

Contact

The man was warned against camping on campus and was advised against returning.

+ 8:44.a.m.: A mysterious bicycle was found lying under the trees in the Harpst Street parking lot for three
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Lifeguards
Food

UPD CLIPS&

Wednesday, March 7:
* 8:02 a.m.: Officers contacted a man sleeping in one of the baseball dugouts at the upper playing
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Sororities and
fraternities at
Humboldt

TEM MEM

paybreak

Chad Harris
gamer_20@hotmail.com

Partying,

drinking

and

membership is open to all college
males,
Brothers of Lambda Theta Phi
have gone on to become various
professionals.
Undergraduate
members develop their organizational, communication and leadership skills, all while pursuing

caus-

vironment for a sorority or a fraternity. While the average college
student may think this, there is

actually more to one than someone might think.
The Lambda Theta Phi Latin
Fraternity has been at Humboldt
State for four years and features
nine active members that perform

community

service,

their diploma.
“We represent a Latin community and unification, but we're

open to anybody,’ said Humboldt
State fraternity leader Chris Lo-

pro-

mote Latin culture by sponsoring
events which highlight and celebrate their
heritage,

“We represent a Latincommunity

al

pate in educational

and unification, but we’re open to

Lambda

workshops,

anybody.

”

Chris Lopez
Humbx Ic It Sti Ate Lambda

grams.
Members live up to five ideals
set by young Latino men decades
ago: academic excellence, broth
erhood, leadership, latino unity
and service.
Andrew Hampton, a fisheries
and biology major, joined a fra
ternity last semester.

Theta Phi | atin fraternity leader

[here is little Greek life on
campus.
I liked what they [the
fraternity | stood for, so I joined;
he

said.

Founded on Dec. 1, 1975 at
Kean College in Union, N.J., the
fraternity

is a

nonprofit

service/

social fraternity that emphasizes
Latin unity and the celebration of
the Latin culture.
Although Latino by

tradition,

a
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quakes in Italy and Mexico, mud
slides in Puerto Rico, volcanic
eruptions in Colombia, the home
less in the United States, and hur
ricanes in Florida.
[he Gamma Alpha Omega So

rority is also a Latin-based club on
campus.

‘The sorority has been at

Humboldt State for five years, fea
tures 20 members, and is classified
as a national service-based soror

ity. Members

strive for member

ship diversity, excel in academics,

and volunteer in the campus and
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CLUBS: Fraternities
and sororities

nued from previous page
itaFounded
in 1993 at Arizona

State University in

Humboldt State and said people think members of

Tempe, the Gamma Alpha Omega Sorority is a cor-

sororities are all about partying.
“They base it all on stereotypes,’ Chacon said.
‘There are only four combined fraternities and so-

poration founded to service its members, the university and surrounding communities. It supports
the Hispanic/Latino communities as well as other

rorities at Humboldt State.

nunities in need, emphasizing youth.
Sorority member Antonia Chacon was already

Latin based clubs, there is the Chi Phi Fraternity and

comtr

invol

In addition to the two

Delta Phi Epsilon Sorority.

ved in community service before she came to

Tickets Available at The Works
and at www.Groovetickets.com

To Win FREE tickets
send emails to:
Urbanstyleproductions@gmail.com
fs, aman
go to Urbanstyleproductions.com

(949) 813-2830
268-8888

Biology professor Milton Boyd placed his vote earlier this month on whether the
California Faculty Association should strike against the Califonia State University
system for fairer wages. Robin Meiggs, Michelle Kelly and Chris Haynes were on
hand to represent the CFA at the tabling session.
Sil
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For additional information and to pick-up application materials,
Call the University Center Administrative Office at 826-4878.
Applications are due on Monday, April 2, 2007, by 5:00 p.m.
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Against the war
Demonstrators honor victims of Iraq

sonncecrn a de

eit

tein

Silent protesters hold a dove to symbolize their wish for peace while standing in front of the Eureka Courthouse,
Saturday. Others wear tombstones honoring those who lost their lives in Iraq.
A participant walks solemnly down 4th Street
with her tombstone.

Bek Brochtrup

en

rcb22@humboldt.edu

\ peace vigil marking the fourth anniversary of the
United State's invasion of Iraq took place in Eureka on Saturday.
Participants honored the victims of the Iraq war with
signs representing American soldiers who died in the war.
[he signs included name, age, rank and the day of a sol-

lost in war.” She is a grandmother of three boys. Her sign had the

dier’s death.

Others were standing outside
of businesses, or walking down
the street discussing what was
taking place. Royce Kirk, an Eureka resident, was not participat-

Vigil members spread out on both sides of 4th and 5th
Streets, from C Street to N Street. Even larger signs read:
“650,000 Innocent Iraqi men, women, and children” and
“PEOPLE

OF IRAQ FORGIVE

U.S?

Fox Olson, an Arcata social worker, said she was there

name Robert C. Scheetz Jr., Army
Captain, 31, May 31 2004. Cros-

by-Williams decorated
with a broken heart.

ing in the vigil, but walked past.
When asked what he thought
about what was taking

“for all mothers that don't want their sons to go [to Iraq].
Olson’s sign had the name
William C. Koprina Jr.,
Marine Lance Corporal,
“I’m not saying war is a bad
24, December 27th 2006.
thing, but too many people
Underneath his name she

decorated
“Moms

“T

her

sign

have died, too many people

with

against war.”

havent

been

are

to

I have a-son, and
feel for all the moms,
American and Iraqi,
Drivers honked
held up peace signs

ati.”

a

protest since the ‘70s, but
I was drawn here because

dying,

Royce Kirk
Eureka resident

really
both
who have lost because of this war.”
in support of the protestors, people
and others dressed in black to show

their nie People of all ages participated in the vigil and
stood for two hours starting at 1 p.m.
Kit Crosby-Williams, a member of the Women’s In
ternational League for Peace and Freedom, said that she
“stands here to grieve and honor all lives that have been

her sign

_

place, he said, “I think
it’s cool. We've been
there

[Iraq]

too

long.

I'm not saying war is a
bad thing, but too many
people have died, too
many people are dying,
still.”
Lennon,
an
Jim
Arcata

with

resident,

a

sign

that

stood

had

Christopher R. Willoughby, Army

Demonstrators hold a sign at Saturday’s vigil which marked the fourth
anniversary of the United State’s invasion of Iraq.

Sergeant Ist class, 29, July 20, 2003,

This year we are doing a silent vigil to commemorate the
dead.” Lennon added that “this war is going to continue to

achieve a political objective that is beyond reach.”
On Tuesday,March 27th, in the Kate Buchanan Room
at Humboldt State University, Veterans For Peace will put
on Human Trauma: Examining the Costs of War, a pro

cause more deaths and ultimately there needs to be a solution. These deaths are in vain, they are sacrifices in order to

communities.

said, “I’m against this war especially.” Lennon participated
in multiple protests. “There was a march and rally last year.

gram addressing the impacts of war on individuals and

8

[community
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Vets to discuss

Stay

war trauma

NETWORK

ARCATA’S FINEST ACCOMMODATIONS

Ashley Mackin

FOR VISITING PARENTS AND STUDENTS

dansinmnki@aol.com

-* Exceptional beautifully furnished suites
* Fully appointed with thoughtful amenities
+ Walking distance to campus and Plaza

Vietnam War veteran Brian Wilson may speak at a Humboldt State

event soon, unless his Post ‘Traumatic Stress Disorder prohibits it.

« View website for photo tour and availability

A free event, sponsored by Veterans for Peace, will explore war trauma and Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), on March 27 in the
Kate Buchanan Room, 10 a.m.

Mention HSU for a 10% Discount
erep ea!
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Wilson is scheduled to participate in an afternoon panel of veterans
and health professionals to discuss the varying degrees of the disorder,

“It depends on how I’m feeling that day, that’s the way it goes. I’m going through intense periods and some days I can get up and talk, some
days I can't. On really intense emotional days, I just don't go out in public.” Wilson said.
Linda Ravetti, a psychiatric nurse practitioner at the Veterans Ad
ministration Mental Health Clinic in Eureka, explained what Post
Traumatic Stress sufferers experience.
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“They become traumatized and people need to
understand that [Post Traumatic Stress Disorder]
is a real thing.”
Becky Luening
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‘The final part of the program, Robert Gould will return to talk about
the health and environmental effects of military policy.
Becky Luening, associate member of Veterans for Peace Humboldt
Bay Chapter 56, said there are two main reasons why events like the
PTSD program are beneficial. “It’s important for people to understand
what issues vets have when the return home from a combat zone or
have gone through military training,’
She said. “They become traumatized and people need to understand
that PTSD is a real thing.”
Wilson agreed and said his experience motivated him to inform
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Poaha Luau Thursdays

Katsu, Blue Hawaiian, Mai Tais
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the disorder.

1 Bottle of House wine

50¢ off Irish Whiskeys
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Vietnam that shocked my conscience, it made me aware of how sick the
training is both on my health and my mind and war itself; he said.

1 Appetizer

Irish Flag Shots, Guiness,

Steamer Clams, Cheese Fries,

The program has three parts, each covering different elements of
war for veterans. ‘The morning portion will show the film “The Ground
Truth: After the Killing Ends.”
The afternoon will feature a lecture with Dr. Robert Gould, asso
ciate pathologist at Kaiser Hospital in San Jose, and president of the
San Francisco Bay Area Chapter of Physicians for Social Responsibil
ity. Then, the afternoon panel of professionals and veterans will discuss

others about the truths of war. “[It was both] the training and being in

Aloha Chicken Wings, Maui Ahi Poke,
Coconut Shrimp, Macadamia Nut
Halibut, Teriyaki Ginger Tofu, Chicken

Shepherd's Pie, Fish n’ Chips,

@

they've been through.”

Serving Breakfast, Lunch, & Dinner
8 AM to Midnight

Hamburgers, Hot Dogs,

i

asleep and they might avoid situations that would remind them of what

8th Street on the Plaza, Arcata ¢ 825-7596

Trailer Park. Mondays
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The effects of PTSD include distressing thoughts or dreams and
flashbacks. Ravetti said, “they might have trouble falling or staying
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After Saturday’s vigil in Eureka, marking the fourth year of

American occupation in Iraq, we asked members of the community
what they thought about the United State's position there.

Mike Whyte
Arcata resident

Linda Kreutzmann

:

San Francisco resident,
visiting Arcata

Q: What would you say to
Congress?

;
~ aoe ne ee re
thinking? ...
:
Getting us into a situation

Q: What do you think
of the U.S.’s position in
aan
=

uke Viemnant!

A: Forget it. Get out.

Leave them to
themselves.

Jessica Davis
Eureka resident
i

Q: What would you say to the

ip

people

of Iraq?

gaat

:

1908

:
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A: I'd say I'm sorry. I wish
this could have been solved in
amore humane way. And that

i

I hope power will be returned

#

Myrtle

Ave.

Eureka

www.

707.445.2609 Open Tue-Sat

Ssafepiercing.org
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so that you can build your own
nation.
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Story ideas?

Call: 826-3271

|

415 5th St. Downtown Eureka (5th & E)

|

(707) 269-0282
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Have an event?
E-mail the info to:
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Men’s basketball falls short
Last-second shot gives CSU San Bernardino West Region Championship
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«
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Daniel Penza
djp28@humboldt.edu

The Sweet 16 wasn’t so sweet for
the Humboldt State men’s basket-

at

ball team as CSU San Bernardino defeated the ‘Jacks 68-66

in the West

Region Championship last Monday
night.
The

‘Jacks

had

a chance

to

of

tie

the game in the closing seconds after a Yoseph Yaisrael jumper put the
Coyotes ahead 68-66. However, an

so
be

off-balance three-pointer by junior
guard Will Sheufelt fell short. Grayson Moyer put in the loose ball, but
it came a second after the final buzzer

ga

had sounded.

se

in
ing

Humboldt State finished the year

yo

with a record of 26-4, giving them
the best winning percentage in program history. The loss ended their
15-game winning streak and was the

fie

first time all season the ‘Jacks did not

come away Victorious on their home
court.

“We did things this Humboldt
State program hadn't done.
We came up short tonight,
but I don’t think that should
diminish what we did.”
Tom

Wood
head

If there

was

one

thing

coach

that

led

to the ‘Jacks losing the game,

it was

that

battle.

they

lost

the

turnover

The ‘Jacks finished the game with 20
turnovers,

with

12 of

those

in the second half
“Every time we

got

seemed

it right

like we gave

them,” Head

Coach

a

coming

steal,

it

back

to

Tom Wood said.

“They caught us tonight.”
It was another typical night for the
‘Jacks, who throughout the season
built

a habit

backs.

of

second-half

Humboldt

State

come

was

down

once again at the half, this time by
seven points. Then came the come

back run that everybody in the build
ing was expecting
‘We

all knew

the

comeback

was

coming and it was like ‘here we go,”
junior forward
San

Devin

Bernardino

Peal said

Head

Coach

Jeff
rt

see BASKETBALL,

next page

}

Senior forward Kevin Johnson (13) shakes hands with CSU San Bernardino Head Coach Jeff Oliver following the Coyotes’ 7876 win over the ‘Jacks. The loss to CSU San Bernardino was Humboldt State’s first home defeat in 15 games this season.
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BASKETBALL: ‘Jacks finish season with 26-4 record
continued from previous page
be

.

Oliver agreed that a second half run by the ‘Jacks
was imminent.

ful that Humboldt State gave him an opportunity to

“We knew [the ‘Jacks] were coming. It just happened a little later than we expected,” Oliver said.

“I’m happy that I came to this program,” John-

succeed,

son said. “[Humboldt State] was the only school that
would take a chance on me, and I guess it paid off.”
Wood said this is one of the best seasons the pro-

“Usually you tack 10 points on the board as soon as_—_
they come out of the locker room.”

Senior guard Jeremiah Ward capped the ‘Jacks’

gram has had, and losing to CSU San Bernardino

comeback when he sunk a three-pointer with 4:53

won't take away from what the team accomplished.

left on the clock. Ward’s basket tied the game at 61-

“We did things this Humboldt

State program

61, which allowed Humboldt State to overcome a__hadn’t done,” Wood said. “We came up short to12-point defecit.
night, but I don’t think that should diminish what
we did.”
San Bernardino then answered with a 5-0 run,
but Humboldt State went on 5-0 run to tie the game
at 66-66.

“We

?

wanted

to bring it to [San

Bernardino],”

Men

Ward said. “It was back and forth the whole night.”
Although the ‘Jacks had their best shooting night
of the season, they were out shot in attempts by

x
i

b
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asketball

season

highlights

the

Factory

°26-4 overall record
°14-1 record in the East Gym

Coyotes by an astounding margin of 55-39.
The Coyotes were led by senior center Ivan Johnson, who scored 18 points and pulled in six rebounds, which were both team highs.
The ‘Jacks were led by Moyer, who scored a |

‘Won California Collegiate Athletic
Association title in first season as

game-high 21 points and was tied for the team lead

CCAA

meaouuH

member

in rebounds with five. Just two nights after scor*All five starters named to alling 21 points, including the first 10 points of the | egnference teams
second half of the semi-finals against Grand Canyon, Sheufelt was held scoreless, going 0-2 from the
field.

| *Kevin Johnson

named

CCAA

*TomYear
Wood
the

| loss to CSU

The other outgoing senior is Evan Way, who did not

| Region championship game

&

929 Broadway (Off Highway

101) « Eureka + California 95501

(707) 444-9636

www.leons-carcare.com

San Bernardino

in West

«Won nine games by at least 15
points.

|

e*Largest margin of victory

was 54

points in the team’s 106-52 win over
ominican University

remember playing in the East Gym and he is grate-

fy,

Students’ Cars Since 1961

*Won 15 consecutive games prior to

play against the Coyotes.
“We are going to miss these guys,” Wood said.
“It will be a daunting task to replace the production
that these three young men have given us.”

ae

Maintaining & Repairing

named CCAA Coach of

ward Kevin Johnson, finished their careers in the
East Gym on a low note. Ward finished the game
with 16 points and Johnson contributed 15, but only
pulled down 5 rebounds, half of his season average.

Johnson said after the game that he will always

Player

of the Year

Two senior starters for the ‘Jacks, Ward and for-

Scheduled
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Your ad can be here.

Family Atmosphere

(707) 668-4178) www. greenlifefamily- com
rest; ng on

unda ys

Call our ad office at

(707) 826-3259

Dine {n or Carry Out

linpads@humboldt.edu
Story ideas or suggetions?
Call the newsroom at

(707) 826-3271
MEO
uel ale

Breakfast Menu
Chile Relleno
made fresh daily
authentic menudo

686 F Street (by Safeway)
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ID RAILROAD AVE. BLUE LAKE

[Oam-Bpm Mondays thn Saturdays
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CZEVOLUTION CENTER

826-2572
www.ricostacostaqueria.com

lOO%

organic vegan raw

Music “/

®

café and market

CLASSES 2 FAMILY? HEALING
COMMUNITY’ LOVE
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850 Grescent Way ..
*B22-5820

Closed Sunday
Open 11-9

Fiesta Grill & Cantina

3525 Janes Rd

|

856

822-4600
Bar: 822-1413

10th Street - Arcata - CA

HOURS: Monday - Thursday 4:00pm-Midnight
Friday - Saturday Noon-2:00am - Sunday 7:00pm-2:00am
*** ALL AGES until 10:00pm - Two Pool tables ***

Closed Sunday

me

M,T, W 11-9
Th, F, $ 11-10

ee

Enjoy special prices and appetizers at Happy Hour from 3 - 6 PM.
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$2.00 Tall-Boy cans 4pm until closing!

LT

The Fiesta Grill & Cantina is open for lunch and dinner and. has its “family” of
staff offering excellent service and great food, along with a full bar sporting
Boont Amber, IPA: Eel River & Organic, Great White, and 70 types of Tequila
from Silver to Anejo. The Sports Lounge features four TVs and a jukebox.
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Rock?
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21 WED - Triple Junction -Biues Rock
22 THUR - Ishi Dube & Massagana - Reggae
23 FRI - Nucleus - JamRock
24 SAT - Whiskey Puppy - Bluegrass,
Old Timey

25 SUN - Club Confessions -py's-iset
26 MON - Open Mic - 8:30 - Free
27 TUES - DJ KNUTZ - Hip Hop

Nc

March
29th
»
Ripple
Effect
Gratefui Dead Tribute

CrowdnF

2ST

March 3ist » Victor Barnes
Bluegrass - Colorado

Phone

8

5527

—

Check www.humboldtbrews.com for latest music info.
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Softball sweeps Al Cooper Tournament

IO

Fate
Garrett Purchio
gap 13@humboldt.edu

GEMS
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oe
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(PLEASED TO OFFER
NEW CLOTHING

The Humboldt State softball team spent the
first half of the season wondering if they would
ever get a chance to play a home game.
After several rainouts, the team won its first
ten home games of the season. On Saturday and
Sunday, the team swept a combined four games
from Sonoma State and Western Oregon to win
the Al Cooper Tournament.
Pitchers Lizzy Prescott and Tracy Motzny
combined to allow only eight runs in the fourgame tournament while Humboldt State's offense erupted for 29 runs.
In the last game of the tournament, the ‘Jacks
fell behind early as Sonoma State scored three
runs in the first inning. By the fourth inning,
Humboldt State cut the Seawolves’ lead to 3-2.
Melissa Slattery led off the seventh inning
with her first home run of the season to tie the

SAVAGE ARTES:
%

game at 3-3. The ‘Jacks took the lead four batters

later as Caitlyn Klug, who was named the Wilson CCAA Player of the Week, drove in Carolyn
Cameron on a triple to give the ‘Jacks their 24th
victory in 27 games this season.
The team will spend the next four weeks on
the road, beginning with a pair of doubleheaders at Chico State this weekend. The ‘Jacks’ next

Elizabeth Hilbig

Junior pitcher Lizzy Prescott struck out eight

batters in the ‘Jacks’ 4-3 win over Sonoma State
on Sunday. Prescott was named the Wilson
CCAA Pitcher of the Week for the second time

home game will be on April 13 when the team

this season. She has a 13-1 record with 115

hosts the CSU Bakersfield Roadrunners.

strikeouts and a 0.79 earned run average.
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We chose Florida International University.”
FIU’s University Graduate School offers more than
120 degree programs at the master’s and doctoral
levels ranging from creative writing, business and

Miguel Alonso, Jr.
Miami
Electrical Engineering

Megan Bottegal
North Carolina
Forensic Chemistry

education to the sciences, engineering and health
professions. FIU ranks among the top 20 best
values in public higher education in the country,
according to Kiplinger’s Personal Finance magazine
2006 Survey.
Qe
mae
Connecticut
Post Professional

The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching ranks FIU as a Research University in the
High Research Activity category in their prestigious
classification system. FIU is among the youngest
universities ever to be awarded

a chapter of Phi Beta Kappa, the nation’s oldest and
most distinguished academic
honor society.
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INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY
MIAMI, Fuoripa
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August 1, 1981. Armed with signs that
read, “Civilized human beings don’t
nuke fellow humans” and “Live by the
bomb... die by the bomb,” Piccottio
greets surprised tourists with smiles
and pamphlets portraying the horrors of
war.
Middle right: Peace. A monk sits in
silent protest in Lafayette Park, 10 yards
from
Concepcion
Picciotto’s
longstanding peace vigil and 50 yards from
the White House.

photo essay:
. Dominic Efferson
Top: Homelessness.
Not 60 yards from
President George W. Bush’s hed a homeless

Bottom _ left:
Costumes
please!
Washington,
D.C.
resident — Eric
Anderson uses humor to protest in front
of the White House. Every Saturday for
the past two years Anderson wears (and
invites tourists to wear) large cardboard
-cutout masks of members of the Bush
Administration.
Anderson’s show is
completed
with facetious comments
about the war in Iraq. “Hey, who’s got
my oil,” Anderson jeered to laughing
children.

7

man beds down on a park bench.
Middle

left:

An

interesting

— vigil.

Concepcion Picciotto has led a peace vigil
in front of the White House -with the help
of friend William Thomas- every day since

Bottom right: Just plain zany. Early
every Saturday and Sunday for the past
nine years, a group of roller hockey
enthusiasts play intense games inches
from the White House entrance.
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A look at Sinhaud s closest guided
horseback-riding facility
Marianne

a

=

t
tl
:

Donovan

__mkd18@humboldt.edu
A million acres of Pacific
and in 1990 she started tours with
tours take you through
5 Redwood
Ocean lagoons, and public parks
her own horses. Currently she has
Trails Park, a slow-paced sight
are just some of the places youcan
about 20 horses that she runs and
-seeing tour of redwoods and
enjoy while on horseback.
switches off. Bruner said that itis
Stone Lagoon. There is a threeRedwood Trails is the only
avery hard job, “I don’t wantanyhour tour through the National
place within a one-hour drive — one to get hurt, sol am picky with — park for $125 and there is a sixfrom Humboldt State where you
who works with me and the hors- _ hour tour for $250. On the longer
can rent horses for a guided tour. — es.”
rides you take a couple of stops to
Redwood Trails is 14-miles north
Bruner runs a one-man-show _ get off and stretch your legs and
f Trinidad in Orick. The Redand has some extra help from _ let the horses regain momentum.
wood Trails resort is open yearher son and some friends. BrunYou also should pack a lunch or
round and is surrounded by wilder provides guided tours and pre
a snack.
While on any of these
life and towering redwoods.
fers reservations. To make a restours you
may
encounter
foxes
Whether you have never been
ervation you can call her and you
and elk, as well as other wildlife.
on a horse before or if you are an
will most likely get a tour within
You may be wondering why
equestrian, you can bring or rent
two days.
there is only one horse rental fa
a horse by reservation. There are
She saddles up the horse for
cility within a short driving dis
guided tours from a_ half-hour
you and leads the walking tour.
tance. Well, let’s ask some of the
to six-hours long and if you are
‘These are walking trails, the hors
locals. Bill Jackson owner of Jack
making a vacation out of it, you
es should not be trotting. Bruner
son Hill Stables in Blue Lake said,
can rent a deluxe-unit that canacgives quick instruction on how to
“It would be great to do it (tours
commodate 4-to-6 people. Those _ stop, go and steer the horses.
and rentals) for people to try it
with RVs and trailers can use
Horseback riding can be danout, instead of purchasing a horse
hook-ups for a small fee
gerous and all riders participate at
and not enjoying or liking it.”
Lois “Sis” Bruner rents her
their own risk. All riders are reAt Jackson Hill, residents board
share from Redwood Trails for
quired to sign a release of liabil
their horses and they can bring
guided horseback tours.
Brunity form. For safety you need to
their friends and let them ride
er is an Orick local and is a laidfollow the guidelines provided by _ their horses. The main reason that
back country girl. She has been
Bruner. The minimum age limit is
there are not many horse rent
riding all of her life. She jokes
seven years old and the maximum
als is because of “insurance rea
that she was “born on a horse.’
weight limit is 230 pounds. Every
sons, the liability of someone get
She attended the little red school
one is welcome and “Kids tend to
ting hurt. There is a long process
house located in front of Red
wood Trails. Bruner started with
Redwood Trails in 1981 with their

horse,’ said Bruner
[here are many options when

horses

considering

and

a few of her own,

do

ing tours. She then started to work
in

their

barn

at

Redwood

Trails

relax easier than adults while ona

a

horseback

tour.

Bruner offers a half-hour tour for
$20, and hour for $40, these two

SEIS Orick
SI ranch.
SUDO Ene
her

Se erage

oe OF U8) Eee

Distinctive shower looks for your
bathroom in patterned cloth or vinyl
and clear pastels. Special order other
styles. Hooks, curtain liners and bath
pillows

to coordinate

your bath.

|

Open 7 Days
1031 H St - acids
892-3450
ee
www.bubbles-arcata.com

of paper work and too much has
sle for the boarding companies,’
said

Jackson.

[rinidad,

ron

At Cahill

owners

Cahill

board

said, “Liability

Ranch

Gary

and

horses.

in

Sha

Sharon

is a big thing, these

are living, breathing animals, who
do what they want”
not

too

you

many

have

[rails

and

plac es to

a ranch

“there are
ride

and

is the closest

that

unless

Redwood
you

her horses for an upcoming

mae,

doors, drive up to Redwood

meta

Trails

For reservations

with Sis for a horseback

tour, give

her a call at

check

Redwood

498-483
‘Trails

website

rv4tun.com/Redwood

guided tour.

i

ty to do, love animals and the out
and walk around.
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Back

& Neck Problems?
HEADACHES?
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we can help.

Drs. Mark & Martha Henry,
Chiropractors

McKinleyville, CA
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Northcoast Horticulture Supply
All your gardening
needs

and more.

In Eureka, one
block past the new
Co-Op.

444-9999
In McKinleyville,
behind Paul’s Live
From New York

839-9998

Sleeper by Night

FURNITURE

ON

THE

PLAZA

Solid Hardwood Furniture * Finished and Unfinished
813 H St., Arcata * 822-0312 « Mon-Sat 10-6 « Sun 12-5
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761 8th St.

PLAZA
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Fine Chinese Cuisine on
the Plaza...

On the Arcata Plaza
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your take-out or dine-in order!
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10%
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Bring this ad and get
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Call for to-go orders

822-6105
or reservations

CHINESE

closes

RESTAURANT

Mondays
*does not include gratuity.

One coupon per visit please

The Humboldt State Marching
SD

ENTIRE Futon Department
Frames, Futons, Pillows, Futon Covers & Bed Frames
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_ Savings in our

We have the largest
VEGETARIAN MENU
in town!
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Wednesday, March 14th through Sunday, March 25th

HUNAN * CANTON *PEKING
SZECHUAN * MANDARIN * DIM-SUM
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Sports Injuries, Auto Injuries, Personal Injuries
Most Insurance Accepted, Painless Payment Plans

PIPPI

Francisco!

Photos by Marianne Donovan

Our Advanced Methods Pinpoint The Cause
Of Your Pain Without Unnecessary X-Rays

Na

San

Lumberjacks hii the streets of
San Francisco for the 2007 St.
Patrick’s Day parade.
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Passionate tor music, good vibes

+

See R AGH

Wednesday,

Lindsay Brokaw
lob1@humboldt.edu

Four years ago, two great buddies set out to accomplish the awesome task of revitalizing the music scene in a geographically isolated market with tattered credibility and questionable professionalism.

But their greatest challenge was to remain friends in times of
professional hardship.
Now one of the biggest production companies in Humboldt
County, Passion Presents is responsible for bringing in acts like reggae artists Israel Vibration and Trey Anastasio of Phish.
Founders Steve Watts and Matt Beck still have that incredible
bond and recently celebrated because of it.
“T hug Matt every day,’ Watts said.
Up against the already-established bad reputation, Watts and
Beck set out with the goal of keeping community relationships mutually beneficial and sustainable.

“A few promoters burned a lot of bridges and the atmosphere was
more competitive than coliaborative,’ Watts said. “The scene stagnated and caved in on itself” Some performers even complained of
not getting paid, he added.
‘The partners began by literally knocking on the doors of venues
and artists, a process Watts said was painful and unrewarding for
some time.

But now, Watts said they are overworked and very happy. The

Elzabetn

$teve Watts, left, and Matt Beck, right, get production rolling at their studio.

two find themselves at the bottom of an endless list of submissions.
He also said the promoters and venue owners work to collaborate.
Since 2004, when Passion hosted their first production project at Mazzotti’s featuring
the jam-tronica band Particle, they have grown in to a full service music production company. They now rent equipment to musicians all over the North Coast, work with agencies
to book acts, do all the advertising and provide

most of the gear for the shows.

They also ad-

a
;
graph posters and auction them off for charity, the foundation
million to various charities all over the country in an eight-year
“I got to see the industry from the inside out,’ Beck said.
ble amount of liaisons during that time.” This, Beck said, was

Matt Beck

hand in production projects back in Michigan.
Watts, who said he never even considered
working with another partner, was teaching en
vironmental ethics at the College of the Red

Co-founder of Passion Presents

woods when he started attending the Musicians

“We're looking forward to growing with this community.”

One of Passion'’s greatest objectives is to create a positive vibe in everything they do. Watts
said the vibe comes through in bands’ abilities

to directly engage the audience, something possible only in smaller venues. Most artists
can feel comfortable hanging out after the show, instead of being whisked out of public
view

Watts and Beck grew up in New Jersey and Michigan, respectively. The two met
through the jam band Phish, minutes before Beck became the touring director of the

philanthropic

arm, ‘The Waterwheel

Foundation.

By getting Phish

to auto

was able to donate $1.2
span.
“I also made an incredipart of what made him

the right person for the job. And, he still has a

vance local artists and get them opening slots
for major acts.

groups

Hiidig

Institute in Hollywood, Calif. s

!

“It was a treat to do something non-career related, or so I thought,” he said. “It really
WS MY Passion, and that’s how I came up wit the name.’ That's when Watts called Beck,

asking him to come out here and begin Passion Presents. “I really just wanted my good
friend out here,” he said.
The tremendous amount of success for Passion in such a short time may seem astounding, even to Watts and Beck. But some of it can be attributed to Watts’ involvement with
city government: He's assistant vice president of the Arcata Chamber of Commerce, un
der which he is the chair of the Arcata Economic Development Committee and Events
Committee and logs about 20 hours of nonprofit work a week. His involvement, he said,
isn't one-sided.
“(The city officials] are a group of very smart, wise people who want to make the com
munity grow,’ he said.
Beck says it’s this involvement that allowed Passion to help produce the Fourth of July
event hosted on the Arcata Plaza.
“Steve is a very outgoing, very community-oriented, very intelligent driving force,”
Beck said. “We're looking forward to growing with this community.”
Passion Presents recently negotiated with the Arkley Center for the Performing Arts,
and looks forward to treating performers to the kind of stage they're used to, which only
the Arkley Center can provide. And, for the first time this summer, the company will have
a hand in producing Ruth Lake's outdoor music event, bringing in national talent.

In the
Lesh and
backdrop
While

future, Watts and Beck said they hope to bring Neil Young, Willie Nelson, Phil
Bob Weir of The Grateful Dead and Jack Johnson up to perform against the
of the Redwood Curtain.
many great friends who have gone into business together have crashed and

burned, Watts and Beck have thrived. “Having a friend there to get charged before a show
Matt Beck and Steve Watts

is so much greater than doing it alone, or with someone you don't love,” Watts said.
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got Annual Performing Arts Season Highlights!

“Zukerman ChamberPlayers
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|

"The cleanly articulated performance was elevated
by anuncommon passion" The Chicago Tribune

Pinchas Zukerman, Violin

pla

a

| |

Lindsay Brokaw
lob1@humboldt.edu

»

It's been awhile
since we've seen
any big-name hip-

Jethro Marks, Viola

S50 THIS WEEK!

Jessica Linnebach, Violin

Ashan Pillai, Viola

Amanda Forsyth, Cello

hop acts this side
of the Redwood
Curtain. But this
Saturday,
March

Harry Shearer

24, the wait will be

Shearer, the host of public radio’s Le Show, and beloved

_ for his roles in the mocumentary Spinal Tap andthe

—agryy

_ long running television show The Simpsons.

)
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from

the

Hieroglyphics

crew, A Plus comes with a slightly different vocal delivery and a
West Coast sound.
And then there's Bukue One, a

LE LT

hip-hop MC, booking agent, graf

' The Guthrie Family Legacy Tour

fiti artist and all-around

_ Arlo will be joined in this unique performance by

his children, and grandchildren, to celebrate four

Renais-

sance man.
Nac One, an artist from Australias Bomb record label, who
relocated here about a year and a
half ago, will also be performing.

Catch High Art's own OptiPop open. This is a duo featur
ing Gil Miracle and J the Sarge.
Miracle runs High Art, and Jason
Smith, also known

POT

generations of music, from the compositions of

_ his father to the present.

4 / 17
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The Eroica Trio
“Just as in their successful Carnegie Hall debut and
smash-hit CD release, these women demonstrate that on
musical merits they have earned their foothold on the very
4 /29
highest rung of the profession.”

Saturday,
March 241

The Wail Street Journal

Loeillet Trio Sonata No. 2 in B minor
Shostakovich Trio in E minor for piano and strings, No. 2, Op. 67
Schubert Piano Trio in B-flat major, Op. 99

10am — 5pm
Goodwin Forum
at HSU
;

_ Jane Goodall
Keynote Speaker:
Or. Lisa William-White

“Being with Jane Goodall is like a walk with Gandhi.”
Boston Globe
lial

y|

(5/04 *new oarer

COLDP.

ro

eee
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As a former EOP student and a HSU alumml, Dr. Lisa
Witliam-White strives for an educational system that
surpasses the prejvidices which are laid upon the
_ students of specific cultural and socioeconamic
backgrounds,
“My personel efficacy, achievment orientation, and
passion for learning have been actualized by experiencing avid observing inequity in the educational
system.” Dr. Lisa William-White, PHD. from the
School of Education at UC Davis

Chanticleer
“America’s favorite choral ensemble”
The New

een

Yorker

Workshop themes and presenters:

0/06

The conference will address issues regarding stereotypes and how women
of all color are affected by them. Workshops will be presented by local

Clubs on campus and persons from the community.

Angelique Kidjo

RIEL SRC

LEP RCI Ire Sm

“Kidjo demands your undivided attention with her
electrifying stage presence and forceful voice.”
5/

O

"NEW

OATE/

Village

Voice

epe n,
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"Fran Conference includ et hroakfact and higch*
For more information Contact:
Helen Hernandez at
hsh6@humboldt.edu

Sponsored by: Gamma Alpha Omega Sorority,
inc.,

Women’s

as J the Sarge

runs their record label.
You can get your tickets at The
Works or The Metro for $12 in
advance, or $15 at the door of the
Red Fox. You must be 21 and up
to attend this event.

-

IRIE

in coopProduchip-hop

talent, both local and imported.
From the Hieroglyphics crew,
Del the Funky Homosapien will
headline a night of poetic eccen-

Also

Arlo Guthrie

‘

the Funky

erences to extraterrestrials.

fi AS

4/02, 4/03

*

Del
over.
The Red Fox Tavern,
eration with High Art
tions, will host a night of

tricities, hopefully filled with ref-

Winner of seven Tony Awards, including Best Musical, CATS
features 20 of Andrew Lloyd Webber's timeless melodies.

iat

y of The Metr

Resource Center, Queen's of

Distinction, the Learning Center and the Clubs
and Activities Office
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OY Seutptures

7

Muddy’s
Elizabeth

March

Hot Cup Nosts

Hilbig

:

eah32@humboldt.edu

Home of the World’s Greatest Deviled Eggs
Open Mon-Fri @ 7am; Sat & Sun @ 9am

b
yy

Close Mon-Sat @ 10pm (except for special events)
fai Cer TFL avd TT alot}

Victor Hernandez is leaving something
behind for future sculpture students: an
opportunity to display their work in the community. With the help of a few acquaintances and the support of the owner at Muddy’s

Hot Coffee, Espresso and Pastries
Breakfast: Join us for some Breakfast Burritos
Fresh Salads, Giant Deli Sandwiches, Fresh Pizza, Delicious
Brownies, Organic Potatoes and Many Other Organic Items
Foose Ball * Beer on Tap * Wine Selection
Happy Hour Every Day!! 6-7 PM $2 Pints
Many Locally Produced & Organic Products
Excellent Local Wines
including Moonstone Crossing, Cabot, & Riverbend Cellars

Hot Cup, Hernandez said the first Sculpture
Fest was born. The work of about 15 Hum-

boldt State student and alumni artists is on
exhibit for the Sculpture Fest, held at Muddy’s Hot Cup in Arcata through April 7.
The artwork on display is mostly metal
work, which Hernandez,

Many Other Wines Available

a senior in studio

art graduating this semester, said is a tough

Wireless Internet

and time-intensive material to work with.

Hernandez said the reactions at the opening spoke to the strength of the collection, as
it touched everyone in a different way.

many of the

sis

Thurs-Sat: Open Mic Night

420 California Avenue

Stevens, the owner of Muddy’s,

victor Hernandez’s EL SOL, a fabricated steel piece
that took him 60 hours of work, and on the right,
Rick Evans’ NEVERMORE, a steel piece, are two of

come

the pieces

sculpture shows

Call for more info

Special Events Planned and Unplanned

said he hopes to attract other artists in the
community for what he would like to befrequent

Singers/Songwriters to
ote

artists available to discuss their work.

Corey

Spontaneous Music Happens

set up a Weekly Event
f Fridays!

Ihe closing show April 7 will match the
full glory of the opening, Hernandez said.
He said it will include several pieces that
could not remain outside after the opening;
there will also be live music and

Looking for Women

on display for the duration

.

Just north of Campus,at the
Corner of LK Wood and California

Phone

in your

orders!

|

822-3453

Avenue

Our Adjacent Laundromat is Open Daily

of the show.
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Getting a taste of evolution

9

Humboldt State grad student leads study of mammal tongues for national convention
James Wallace
shinra_rocket27@hotmail.com

Like a shot of Dr. Frankenstein's laboratory, clearly marked jars of various animals

summer's meeting of American Society of Mammalogists, at the Museum of the South-

tongues are found sitting under an open light in Science C, room 203.

west in Albuquerque, New Mexico.

The tongue study is to examine countercurrent heat exchangers, which warms blood

Students helped preserve specimens for the study and will also participate in the ASM

moving out of the heart, as blood from parts exposed to cold water comes in.

meeting. There will be three to four professors and four to five students representing Hum-

“Small blood vessels all around the perimeter of [a] limb move around cold blood and

boldt State at this summer's meet. Callahan, among groups of his peers, will talk about

the warm blood moves through the center. Blood stays hot in the middle,” Michael King,

parasites living on Grey Whales, a field of research separate from the study on tongues.

professor of biology said. “This guards the heat inside, instead of going to the tip of the fin,

Whales’ tongues make up about five percent of their body, so there is potential to lose

a countercurrent exchange occurs in the limbs and in some tongues too.”

a lot of heat when their mouths are open, due to all the cold water that goes in.

Jars of preserved tongues line a table, housing samples from dolphins in local waters

“We can use the presence of structures in tongues to look at the evolution of mam

from Crescent City to Shelter Cove. There are samples from various dolphins, an otter, a

mals,” Callahan said.

harbor porpoise and even a cat.

Answers to such questions are studied and examined among a plethora of samples at

“We started to see [this system] in tongues of other creatures, like baleen whales and

Humboldt State's vertebrate museum. To learn more about this study or about the verte

gulf-level creatures with giant tongues that use this system to keep heat loss from occur-

brate museum,

ring in the tongue,” King said.

claims over 15,000 specimens.

Since only whales have displayed this countercurrent exchange system in their tongues,
when compared to other mammals,

visit the Web site: http://www.humboldt.edu/~vmuseum. The museum

“Anyone interested in mammalogy or in the history of whales should check it out,”

it suggests that it may have been an evolutionary

Callahan said.

adaptive measure first shown in much older species of whales. The question is if this sys

“I think science is something more people should be interested in. It’s great to see some

tem is found in other kinds of mammals as well.

other things that HSU

Christopher Callahan is doing graduate studies in the evolution of whales. The study

has,” John Keyes, Environmental Science major said. “People do

not really know about these things, so it shows that there is a little bit of something for
«

is a side project of Callahan's work. In part, it is being prepared for a presentation at this

everyone out there.

Technology out of date
Lack of funds forces Industrial Technology to shift focus
Devin Clark
devin.clark@gmail.com

The Applied Technology Department no longer gives
priority to its machines, old mainstays of the program.
Jason Lovitt, the lone student-maintenance worker and
student of the department, said that the machine lab is
only open for 9 to 12 hours per week, with few students ac
tually using it when open.
Department Chair Mark Doggett said that the mainte
nance budget for the machines, after all other department
fees are removed, is only $1,200 a year. That includes main
tenance for older machines and purchasing new ones
As a result, some of the machines in the lab date back
to World War II. But the machines aren't worthless. They
can still be used to teach concepts of machining,

though

they are not used in most competitive parts of the indus
try, Doggett said.
He explained, “It’s an embarrassing thing when moms
and dads look at equipment
equipment

since I was a kid.

and say ‘I haven't seen that
That's not how you promote a

technology program.”
One the other hand, Doggett

knows that the dean wants

this program to succeed. That is why this program
been given budget “augmentations.”
Budget

“augmentations”

are

extra

monies

has

outside

of

to piece a department as multi-faceted as Industrial Tech
nology back together after it rid itself of full-time lectur
ers is hard.
Another problem is that Doggett’s vision is different
than that of some students. This could be attributed to di
versity of interests in the field, as well as the changing na

money allocated for a certain department. Augmentations
allow a department its per-student funding while it is cur
rently at a low-funding level.
The old equipment is a problem and lack of use is an
other. These problems work in conjuncture with the fact
that the Industrial Technology department is in transition.
Only one permanent faculty member, Mark Doggett, actu
‘
n
ally teaches classes, whereas the rest are lectur é

Lovitt said of Doggett’s vision and experience, “It's go
ing in a more management-based direction.” With a man
agement-based department, students interested in work
ing with their hands have a harder time finding classes that
they want.
A beginning wood-working class moved entirely to

time.

College of the Redwoods.

ae

In 2000, all Industrial

Technology

teachers

>a

palit

retired

or

moved and the department was nearly cut completely.
Lovitt also said, “Doggett was hired to pick up the piec
es [of the department] when it was in shambles.” Trying

ture of manufacturing.

dent Shawn
haven't

picked

Bryars said,

Construction management

stu

“there’s no in-field experience.

up a hammer

once.”

|
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THE WORLD ISN’T ELAT &
YOUR GARDEN DOESN’T
HAVE TO BE

Hydrogon-Hut
® Stacking 48 plant site vertical hydroponic system
e Compatible with all nutrient delivery methods
including Ebb and Flow, NFT, Drip and Mist system
National Institute of Health Cheif calls for more stem cell funding-Elias Zerhouni, director of the
National Institure of Health, has turned the tables on President Bush by calling for a lift on the ban of
federal funding for stem-cell research. He claims that diseases such as Alzheimer’s and cancer and injuries such as paralyisis cannot be properly examined after Bush used his only veto to date to limit federal funding to 21 lines of embryonic cells created on or before August 9, 2001.
Zerhouni claims that the current ban hinders progress on research and that research in adult stem
cells makes embyonic stem-cell research obselete. The Senate is expected to vote on the legislation in
a matter of weeks, but Bush stated he will veto the legislation, even though polls show a majority of
Americans approve stem-cell research.
-Information courtesy of ScientificAmerican.com
Sony announces Playstation3 users will be used in Alzheimer’s study- Owners of Sony's newest
gaming system, the Playstation3, can take part in a simulation that examines how proteins in the brain
clump up in Alzheimer’s patients. Sony plans to create a digital-simulation amyloid-beta, the protein
associated with Alzheimer’s. The study will begin on March 23, and if enough gamers join in, researchers think it may provide clues into how proteins linked by amino acids get tangled and clumped, and
what methods will be needed to disrupt this process. However, this simulation is greeted with skeptisism as the process of protein linkage is difficult to simulate for even the fastest computers.
-Information courtesy of ScientificAmerican.com

e Maximize available floor space with the
Hydrogon-Hut
e You get 80 sq. ft. of garden inside a 16 sq. ft. Hut
e Locally designed, manufactured, and tested

Octagon Hydroponics
are the Designers and
Manufacturer of the

Hydrogon and
Vertitube and the
new Hydrogon-Hut,
innovative Vertical
hydroponic systems
and Vertical air cooled
lighting systems.

Visit our website for
more info.

Contact Us:
Compiled by John H. Anderson Jr.

Bands! We’ve Seen

Your Home-Made
CDs & DVDs
Have You Seen
Ours?

Real on-disc full color

printing, Pro-grade media,
Alternative packaging,
ast turn-around,
Short Disc Runs,

Professional and

reliable
proud member of the

Humboldt Sound Collective

BONGO BOY CD/DVD

(707) 839-5090
elabrating

5 Years

of

Service to Hum

Senace 20 Mumboxe

ae

| /\\wimdlalimi Yoga
~ & Meditation
the yoga

County

with

Guru

Gopal Kaur

10/4/6.9343

FAMILY OWNED
OPERATED SINCE

joancarol@mac.com

Monday

Wednesday

SERVING THE COMMUNITY
FOR 39 YEARS

to 8:00PM

516 Sth Street,

Eureka

444-9644
Dine in/Take out

for 5 classes

Specials:

Classes in clay and
glass begin

April 2, 2007

132
he

&
1968

& Friday

Now

.

PARLOR

as taught by yogi bhajan

$10 per class or $40

ghee

R "ANGELOS,
PIZZA

Sacred Palace ~ upstairs

County!

he

of awareness

6:30PM

e-mail: bongoboycd@sbcglobal. net
website at: humboldtmusic.com

vorecreing & Years OF

| __

707.839.2036

:

@ 12 beers on tap
@ Happy hour 11-5 M-F
$1.50 Beers
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Fire

Arts

520

South

G

Center

Street

across

from

Arcata, CA 95521
the marsh
www. fireartsarcata.com

®
If you

All you can eat buffet M-F 11-2 pm

cant see god in all,

you cant

see god at alll
Yogi

Bhajan

215 W. 7th Eureka

CA 95501

a
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ROSE is whithering away

Don’t hide behind
your beliefs
On Friday, March 9, President Rollin Richmond
announced the rejection of a referendum (vote) to gather
student input on a proposed fee increase of $202 per
semester.

Richmond made the fee increase public four
days prior to this. He wrote in his letter to the campus
that there are “representative form[s] of government”

and complaints should be voiced there. For example,
Richmond mentioned the Student Fee Advisory
Committee in the letter, a committee mandated by the

Chancellor’s Office for review of student fees.
Those who felt the sting when a Student Health

Center Fee passed (students voted against it), or
those who fought the yearly housing fee increases are

quite familiar with the committee.

The committee

voted in favor of the referendum against the Student
Health Center fee, and last year took steps to
reach a compromise on housing fees, sharing the
burden with students. In both situations, there were
recommendations to Richmond, who overturned

both decisions. Through a “representative form of
government,” Richmond chose to veto the decisions
and raise fees for students.
Now instead of going with a referendum, Richmond
chose to create.a separate committee of eight students
to discuss the proposed fee increase.
Can you guess what both committees suggested?
You got it: referendum. When the representative
government gives advice to seek out answers from
students, Richmond still turns his back on it, praising
the wisdom of representatives in the same breath.
Our statement to Richmond is this: If you reject a
student referendum, don’t hide behind your argument
the system is imperfect, that elected people have a
better understanding of the complex budget issues and
that the masses are ignorant.
Your past and current behavior shows that you do not
have much faith in representative democracy either,
because you keep overturning decisions made through
that process.
So what is it then? Afraid of what students may think,
may say, how they may react to the fee. Continuing
to belittle and disrepect the student voice isn’t a good
career option. Hiding behind your “beliefs” is not
going to convince anyone of your innocence.

has nowhere to store donated items. Campus Recycling Program Educational Director Emily Creegan

Shaunell Glass
_Guest Columnist

further

Humboldt

change

State’s

(ROSE)

Reusable

Program

has

Office

received

Supply

Ex-

accolades

from students, faculty and administrative staff, as
well as from community members. But the program
we have praised for years is now in trouble. ROSE
is withering away. Its storage unit has been demolished and replaced by a new hydrogen fuel cell station.

ROSE grew into existence when Humboldt State
students noticed how valuable resources contributed
to the increase in landfill waste. Along with support
from Allison-Busch-Lovejoy—also known as “Recycling Woman’—students were motivated to make
a significant impact on waste reduction on campus
by diverting these reusable materials from the land
fill to people who needed them. Adopted by a simi
lar program initiated by students at the University
of Oregon (darkwing.uoregon.edu/~recycle/rose.
htm), Humboldt State students decided to expand
the Campus Recycling Program to include ROSE as
a subdivision in 1996,
The program is designed as an immediate solu
tion to prevent increase of waste. All salvageable
and reusable office and school supplies are donated
from students, staff and faculty across campus and
surrounding communities. The products and materials are stored and redistributed back into the campus community. Most donations are readily received
toward the end of each semester. However, ROSE is

faced with a crisis.

explains

the situation:

has been

tions.”
Fed up with the state of our office, I went in
search for the infamous ROSE storage unit—a space
that apparently hadn't been utilized for years.
It
was rumored that the storage unit was in the area
of Plant Operations. After a run-around of phone
calls, lost contacts and unanswered questions I fi
nally found the missing unit. Finally, after weeks of
searching and going through the paperwork to have
a new key made I opened our newly rediscovered
space. I was elated—it was a large space, clean and
organized. | knew this would be a place where we
would store what we currently didn't have space for
and could use it as a place where we could continu
ally exchange incoming donations and those going
back out into the campus community: it would no
longer be a dead space!

As I was glowing in this thought, one of the man
agers of Plant Operations

I had been

in correspon

dence with came in and said, “Emily I have some bad
news for you.” I smiled at him-nothing could bring
me down from this moment, | thought.
He continued, “I just:got the news of couple of
minutes ago that this unit is going to be demolished
next

week.’

I stopped.

“Why?”

His

response

was

shocking: a hydrogen-fuel cell station for the pres

ident’s new hydrogen fuel cell vehicle was being installed in the vicinity of our storage unit and it had to
go. So, not only were we given no input or much no

This semester is coming toward an end and ROSE

Here’s how toget

“[ROSE]

using the CRP. office as storage for all of the dona-

see ROSE, pg. 24

in the forum.

- Letters to the Editor: No more than 350 words
- Guest Columns: No more than 750 words

- Letters and columns are edited for grammar and spelling
- For consideration for the next issue, please send letters/columns
by Friday at 5 p.m.
- Please include your name, telephone number and city of
residence

- We also welcome cartoons, spoof articles and just about
anything

Send submissions to:

jcol1 @humboldt.edu
Fax: 707-826-592 |
Mail: The Lumberjack
Neison Hail East Room 6
Humboldt State University
Arcata, CA 95521
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A Story of Two Cities, South Africa
By Xerxes N. Marduk
May 3, 2005, Upington, South Africa
I was in Johannesburg, the largest, most dangerous city
in South Africa, waiting to catch my 6 a.m. bus. I took a
taxi here from my hostel because in downtown Joburg, regardless of the time of day, to walk around as a white guy
is sheer suicide. For years Joburg held the honor of having
the highest murder rate in the world, and I was only here
as a necessary hopping-off point to explore the country on
the tail end of my year long trip around the world.
As I stood around waiting for my bus to show up, a fel
low backpacker from Russia (a Muscovite), who I had met
the night before at my hostel, began talking to me. He was
catching

a bus that morning

too, but he was heading eas

to Kruger National Park, where I was heading west into the
no man’s land of the Kalahari Desert.
I asked him about the history of

my

favorite city in

Russia, Saint Petersburg. He said the city Saint Petersburg
was first named Petrograd after Peter the Great. ‘Then its
name

was changed

to

Leningrad

lar figure in Russia, and now

when

Lenin

was a popu

its name was Saint Petersburg

named after Peter the Great once again
When I mentioned that part of my background was
Russian he became interested. But when I said where my

family was from he said, “So you're Jewish?”
“My mother’s family was, but we're Christian now,’ |
simplified.
“It is traced through your mother, so if your grand
mother was Jewish, then your mother was Jewish, then you
are Jewish,” he proclaimed, in a tone that suggested that he
found the thought

of talking to somebody

who

was Jew

ish totally repugnant. We turned kind of icy toward each
other after that.
‘The very expensive and luxurious Mainlander bus ar
rived late, and as I hopped on and sat next to the window, |
noticed all the others were clawing their way to the front to
get the fabled “best seat.” | sat down, kicked off my boots,

and thought, “It’s been a hell of a morning.” Just then a
slim black lady chose the seat next to me and sat down. |
thought, “Great! Now I can” even stretch out for the next
10 hours.”
The bus glided away as if buoyed on Pegasus’ wings. Its
motion was in sharp contrast to the bone-crunching, butt
numbing,

diesel-belching

beasts

I had

become

used

to in

India and Sri Lanka.
Only as we left the grey mass
of the city behind did I take
notice of the lady sitting next to me. “OK so the girl next to
me is cute, [ll give her that, [ thought. But I was still not
thrilled that she was taking up my elbow space. And it was
then and there I resolved to be cold and indifferent to her
for the entire bus ride for no particular reason.
So, naturally, I turned and said to her, “Hello. Where are
you from?” I flashed my best smile. Really my only smile.
“Namibia,” she said. “Where are you from?” She asked
with a smile carefully chosen from her repertoire.
“California.” I replied.
“Abh... a long way away,’ she said, and we smiled at each
other. Thus the ball was rolling.
We talked straight for the next 10 hours, flirting mildly,
each excited about the exoticness of the other.
| learned that she had two names. One was Florence,
just like the city in Italy, and the other was Zuk-Nuk, her
tribal name. She was born in Windhoek, Namibia and
worked for a diamond mining company on the Skeleton
Coast of Africa. She was 28, but looked 25, and thought I
must be at least 30.
She belonged

to one of the six tribes in Namibia, and

was a Christian. Traditionally the tribes in Namibia had

The desert landscape of South Africa challenges your conception of vastness and beauty.

practiced a religion called Animism, and for converting to
Christianity she had been ostracized from her family for
turning her back on her ancestor's spirits. The witch doctor
in her village pronounced that she would “die young and
barren” for forsaking her traditional religion, but she didn't
seem too concerned about that possibility at the time.
She was utterly fascinated about my travels and my stories of other countries. She laughed constantly in a musical
voice loud enough to make people turn and stare at us.
She said, “I can tell you're not from around here’
“How can you tell that?”
‘Because you are too friendly.”
| thought a moment, and then said, “After being in In
dia and Sri Lanka, people's aloofness and frigidness to
wards each other here, and in most of the western world,
seem strange to me.*There is no right or wrong way to be
have toward one another, just different ways.”
As we

talked

I glanc ed out

the window

at the scenery

that was flying by. I should make note here that I have seen
many, many, many beautiful, awe inspiring, blissful, make
you-feel-closer-to-God places. But the road between Jo
hannesburg and Upington was more than just my ultimate
vision of Africa, but a revelation of Africa. This was the
land where life began. This timeless place lost under end
less horizons reminded me of the sandy deserts of Egypt
more than a little.
My first animal sighting in South Africa (other than the
lizards and squirrels in Joburg)

were a group of Eland

that

Florence pointed out to me by the side of the road. They
are South Africa's largest antelope, and they were regal and
serene standing in a small group eating grass.
As the bus rolled along we were treated to a baptism
of rain by a rare storm
swept

out

of

the

and

north, and I to try to find my

hostel for the night.

| followed the map printed in my guidebook to a hos
tel that was described as a “lively spot,” with “big dorms.”
After a 30-minute walk through random neighborhoods
in the dark | found the place, and a brief struggle figured
out how to unlatch the front gate. The new owners ush
ered me into the dorm room that was made out of a con
verted garage. They seemed more embarrassed to have me
there than I was to show up after dark without letting them
know I was coming.
I saw in a second that the hostel was completely desert
ed. I had expected a scene similar to my hostel in Joburg
\ TV blaring, people coming and going, a party going on,
staff who actually know what the plot was. | mean, what
was going on with the hostel scene in Upington? Where
were the other travelers, and the cute European girls?
I'm not saying that Yebo! Backpackers in Upington
wasn't nice — why, after I squashed the cockroach in the
sink the place was positively radiant. It's just not what |
thought it would be.
And so there I sat, in a cold, deserted hostel all alone
except for my thoughts, thinking that I couldn't wait to get
out of Upington in the morning.

that

desert

to

envelop our bus with crack
ing lightning

would happen if lightning struck the bus?” I asked her,
since the bus was by far the highest object in the desert as
far as the eye could see. All 1 remember was that her reply
was something optimistic.
When the bus glided into Upington it was late at night. We
said our goodbyes standing on the sidewalk in the rain. Half
of me wanted to follow her up to Namibia and get to know her
better, but the other half insisted that I continue on my way
alone. So we set offin opposite directions, her on another bus

booming

Xerxes N. Marduk is a curious individual and an avid traveler since taking his
first trip when 18. Since 1998, he has traveled to every continent and visited
places like Vietnam, Egypt, Russia and Peru. He attends Humboldt State.

thunder,
“What

do

you

think

This is the seventh

installment of the world travels of Xerxes.

March

erations were given just as little chance for input on this
decision, and just as little notice. All of this combined

which is preposterous.
Creegan continues to explain, “..I informed him that

erupted in a search for whoever made this happen.
After a few attempts to get ahold of Vice President of
Administrative Affairs Karl Coffey, Tim Mockskin, director of Plant Operations, called the office.

after getting acquainted with the employees at Plant
erations I was extremely disappointed in the fact
they all seemed so disgruntled and [displeased over
circumstances]: these are the people that are turning

I informed

him of the state of our office and the need for our storage
space.

Only giving us a week’s notice to go through our

Opthat
the
the

spokes of our campus and they are not being kept in the

unit and then leaving us with no other storage alterna-

loop. Tim Mockskin responded by yelling and that was
rx

a

pretty much the end of our conversation.

|
=|

Got a

call from Karl Coffey the next day and got the same
kind of rigmarole from him. Tim Mockskin has

subsequently promised to keep his eyes out for a

“| was trying to sit next
to her so | could cheat.”
- Said by a student outside the Depot,
March 2007

“| don’t hear about people getting
sick from screwing sheep. ”
OTM NEEM

February 22, 2007

space for us.”

Since then ROSE has not heard a response. Materials and supplies have been stored in the Warren
House 53 restroom and other office spaces in the

tcl ccolmn Rael
iate ois BEG

“| don’t do prostitution.
| do pornography. ”

building. If the storage unit is not replaced soon,
ROSE could be crushed into nonexistence, because

- Said by a professor in Founder’s Hail,

there is no place to store incoming donations. In

March 8, 2007

order for ROSE to continue to grow stronger, we
need your support. Please voice your opinions and

concerns.
Elizabett

) Hilbi

}

In the corner of Plant Operations’ parking lot, only buses
remain where the ROSE storage shed once stood, soon to
be replaced with a hydrogren fuel cell pump.

Shaunell Glass
Humboldt State.
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e Entertainment e
@ Espresso e

Second Annual Women’s

Appreciation Event.

@ Breakfast

6:30 p.m.

in the Kate Buchanan Room.
For more information, contact

e Lunch e

alf41@humboldt.edu

Soul Sound Collective
presents Vernal Equinox with

Mr. Conspicuous, DJ Echo,
Zanapod, Sonic Al-Khemist and
others. At the Sacred Place, 516

5th St., Eureka.

© Desserts e
@ Libations e

23 Friday

21 Wetinesday

22 Thursday

Thurs

ma

22

23

7pm

9pm

Del the Funky Homosapien at
Film- “The Road
Northtown

to

6:45 at

Books, Arcata.

the Red Fox Tavern, 10 p.m.,
21+ 415 5th St. Eureka. 2690282 for more information.

Demarco and Felina (acoustic
Americana from Portland) All AGES

Zuckerman Chamber Players.

8 p.m. in the Van Duzer Theatre.

North Coast Big Brothers/Big

Cheap Evil with Esoteric and

DJ's Blancatron and kEroes.

For more information or tickets,

Sisters presents Bowl for
Kids’ Sake at Harbor Lanes, a
fundraiser to support Humboldt
County youth mentoring
services. For more information,
Call 445-4871 or e-mail
info@ncbbbs.org.

Second After (metal) at the

80's night

! $3 w/costume,

$4 w/o

Sat

24 9pm

Soul Sound w/DJ Echo ALL AGES

Mon

26

Ladylike Open Mic All AGES

Tues

27

Call 826-3928.
KRFH Battle of the Bands to
benefit SLAMFest in the Kate
Buchanan Room. 7 p.m. 18+

or HSU student ID. $5.
7pm

speaker Dr. Lisa WilliamWhite. 10 a.m.-5 p.m. For
more information, contact
hsh6@humboldt.edu.

$5.

Guantanamo.”

CenterArts presents the

9 p.m.-3 a.m.

Fifth Annual Women of Color
Conference — Breaking Down
Stereotypes. With keynote

Clam Beach Inn in McKinleyville.

21+

10p.m.

$3

Good Company
Café Mokka,

8-11 p.m.

(Celtic folk) at

5th and J Streets,

822-2228.

Jazz Night $3.00 ALL AGES
Operation U-Turn meeting in

Happy Hours!
opm - 8pm every day
$2 Pints all day
Wednesdays
Live Music
Organic Micro Brews on Tap

9099000000000000000

Arcata Liquors
VES

Warren House 53 at 4 p.m.

25 Sunday

24 Saturday

Free dance at the J with

discussion of HSU budget
issues.

Food provided.

Free.

HSU Faculty Artist Series
presents Robert Elfline (solo
piano). 8 p.m. in the Fulkerson

Last day to register for 4/27
GWPE. Contact the Testing

Recital Hall. $8 general
admission/$3 students and

Center at 826-3611.

seniors.

Planning an event?

Call us at (707) 826-3271
or e-mail
thejack@humboldt.edu

Joanne

Rand

and the Band.

7:30 p.m. at Mosgo’s Café, 180
Westwood Center. $5-10. For
more

information,

call 826-1195.

Jane Goodall rescheduled to
May 4th. 826-3928 for more
information.

Film- “ The Future of Food,”
presented by the Humboldt
County Democratic Central
Committee. HCDCC
headquarters, 129 Fifth St.,
Eureka. The public is invited.
Refreshments will be available at
6:30 p.m., and screening begins
at 7 p.m.

Please include
‘attn: calendar’

26 Monday

in the subject line

OUST ARCATA CA 9BE2i

Made from Hemp

Northwest Primate Conservation
Society presents Peter
Bunyard. 6 p.m. in the Kate
Buchanan Room

27 Tuesday
started in the late 90's as a one of a
kind company by revamping classic
styles and introducing alternative
materials to skaters while carving
away from the tech craze. Ipath’s
team is made
Fe)
Christina

iS
Chad B.D

UF WE DO NOT MAVE [ito
ie TERORDERMT!
ALUANI OWED AND OPERA TEDE
Hours

Sun.8-10,

Tue through Thur 8-12,

up of skaters that

represent a real, be here now,
approach to skating and the way of
life. This gives Ipath roots of its
own.

So follow your path and own

what you do.

Fri. and Sat. 8-1:30!
CLED * ORGANIC
rt eet * Arcata

Ten-week Tai Chi class starts
$80-140.

For more

information.

contact memerson@humboidt1
com
Human Trauma: Examining
the Costs of War. Sponsored
by Veterans for Peace.
10 a.m.8:30 p.m. For more information,
call 825-6756.

HSU Spring 2007 JAZZ
QUINTET performing Live at
Muddy's Hot Cup, 1603 G st
Arcata. 7-10 p.m. For more
information, call 825-6701

-Matt Field

Mon.8-11,

PP P909 0009 900000
000

Joanne Rand Solo in the Kate
Buchanan Room.
6 p.m

*

10:00-5:30

}
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n Space
ORGANIC GARDEN SPACE

2001
FORD
87K. Four brand

AVAILABLE near Benbow exit of

CD

Hwy 101, private, secure, serene.
R/X O.K. Call 834-6530 for site
inspection appointment.

player.

Wanted
DONATIONS
PRESENTABLE
(NEW
USED)
FURNITURE

EOCUS
ZX3.
new tires. New

Excellent

$5,500. Contact
8917.

condition.

Dominic

office

reception/reading

JUNE

HOUSING

NOW????

AA

MEETINGS

meet

in

SBS _ Building

Call

Arcata, McKinleyville, Glendale.
Get started early!!! Beat the rush!!!

room

405.

2 bd apts, 3, 4, and

more

information.

707-822-8039.
com/housing.

6 bd

now

houses.

RogersRentals.

Center

for

HSU

room

every
5-6 in

152, 618-9228.

ADDICTED
TO PORN/SEX?
Addicts Anonymous meets

weekly

on

campus

community. Go to

(locate an SAA

and

in

the

www.sexaa.org

Meeting link) for

info on meetings

in Arcata and

or
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of such

openings for three student board

commercial

members.
Represent
student
interests by providing direction
to the board and managament.
Gain valuable skills directing a
non-profit organization. Election
packets available at the University
Center
Administrative
Office.
Application
deadline
Monday,
April 2, 2007. For more info.,
email <linda.pereira@humboldt.
edu>, or call 826-4878.

Students or HSU. The views and content of The Lumberjack
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BOOKS, including TEXTBOOKS
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for cash or trade credit.
Huge
selection, open daily. Corner of
10th & H Arcata 822-1307
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RESTAURANT
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FAST!
EASY!
PERSONAL &
TAX REFUND
CHECKS OK!
All other types
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The only full service restaurant on campus
(Located adjacent to the HSU Bookstore)

Come in for a lite snack or a long Lunch!
Goinus at the counter or graba cozy corner!

|

|

too!

No BANK LINES!
Orlandi

me

ee
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|

Now open 11am - 3pm

We accept personal

Monday thru Friday

checks, j-points, &

Valuta Services

Open Monday-Friday
10-6 » Saturday 10-3

e-cards
For reservations or orders to go please call 826-3826

Come enjoy the fire and the winter drink specials !

1102 5th Street
Eureka * 445.9022
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This Months Theme Party:

World Carnival
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Thursday, March 29th:

WAXING

Sonia R. Bautista,

DMD

Inc.

Arcata Dental Office

FACIAL & BODY

Cosmetic

Pat

MINERAL

Root Canal

MAKEUP

Teeth

Treatment

Wed:

taet
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
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eee ne eee)

New

Patients

1225

B

St.( 2

blocks

from

HSU

be

in

We
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to

) 822-5105

http://www.myspace.com/tobynjacks

for

Prizes will

for
best costume
Mardi ¢ fas, Rio, or

Freak Show

available.

specials

costume.

Pint Night

Visit TJ's on MySpace

drink

awarded

Think...

is

Cowards

Welcome

always,

Wireless internet

Mercury tree Fillings
Nitrous Gas-Stereo Sound
Care

As

those

Come help TJ's defend its National Championship

Ultrasonic Cleaning

Emergency

dressed in your

Sun: 9- Ball tourney
Mon: 8 - Ball Tourney
Tue: Showdown Trivia. 5:30

Bonding

Wisdom

Come

Spirited carnival attire.
Tunes by DJ Dew. Come dance as she spins funky
jams from around the world !
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TUBS

Sun-Thurs:

HEADLAMPS

noon - 11pm

Fri-Sat: noon - lam
COFFEEHOUSE

OPEN EVERY Day
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